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’ SHOE-BUCKLE HOLDER. 

To all whomlz't may concern: > 
. Be it known that I, CHARLES F. GoLBY, a 

citizen of the United States, residingat Los 
)Angeles, in the county of Los Angeles and 
State of California, have invented new and 
useful Improvements in Shoe-Buckle Hold—~ 

.ers, of which the following is a speci?ca 
tion. - 

This invention relates to a buckle support 
of the type, adapted to-be detachably en— 
gaged with the edge of a slipper and to 
a?ord a means for holding a buckle in 
place. ' 

Itis the object of this invention to pro» 
vide a device for attaching a buckle toa 
slipper so constructed that the buckle will 
be securely held against displacement. 

Another object is to provide means Where 
- by the buckle support may be securely 
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'a?ixed to the upper 1marginal edge of the 
slipper to project upwardly therefrom and 
whereby projections beneath or over the 
vamp of the slipper other than edge thereof 
will be obviated. , 
Other objects will appear hereinafter. 
The invention is illustrated in the accom~ 

panying drawings in which: ’ 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a slipper 

illustrating the invention as applied. 
Fig- 2 is a perspective view of a back 

member for attachment to the slipper. 
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of a separa~ 

ble plate adapted to form a connection be; 
‘tween a buckle and the back plate shown in 
Fio'. 2. ' 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view illustrating a 
buckle having a back bar with which the, 
separable plate is engageable. 

Fig. 5 is a detail in vertical section show 
ing the manner of mounting abuckle on my 
buckle support. ' , ' 

Fig. 6 is a detail ‘showing amodi?ed form 
of the connection between the back member 
and the slipper. _ ' - 

Fig. 7 is a detail of a modi?ed form of-a 
locking means. » 7 ~ ‘ 

More speci?cally, 7 indicates the back 
plate which is curved to substantially, con 
form to the instep ‘and is here shown‘ as 
approximately rectangulari in.v shape and 
formed with inturned ?anges 8 onits ver- - 
tical edges (and havingnarrow tangs 9 on 
its lower edge formed with perforations 10 
to adapt’it for being stitched to the mar 
ginal edge of a sl'pper. The back plate is 
preferably formed-with 8» pair ofihe mugs. 
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9'spaced apart and arranged adjacent the 
edges thereof below the'?anges 8 and which 
tangs may be enga ed with the edge of the 
slipper either on t e under or outer sides 
of the slipper. edges However, an inter 

so, 

mediate ?ange 11 may be formed between! 
the ?anges 9 as shown in F ig; 6 and .p1‘o~‘ 
‘vided with perforations‘ 12 to receive 
stitches; the tangs 9 and’ ll'being adapted 
to engage theopposite sides of the‘slipper 
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i The separable plate is indicated at. 13- and I I 
is here shown as comprising a substantially 
rectangular plate adapted to have its ver 
tical edges slidably engaged by the inturned 
?anges 8 on the back plate. This separable. 
plate is designed to be attached to a buckle, 
and for this purpose. is formed with a series 
of perforations 14- on opposite sides of its 
vertical center ‘and adjacent to, each end 
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thereof; a‘pair of perforations being pref- - 
erably provided on each side of the plate 
near one§end thereof and several‘ perfora; . 
tions provided on each side adjacent to the 
other end thereof; these perforations 14 af 
ford means whereby a buckle, ribbon or the 
like may be stitched to the separable plate. 
As a means for adapting the separable plate 
for attachment to a buckle 15 having a cross 
bar 16 as shown in Fig. Ll, the separable 
.plate is formed with'a longitudinally ex— 
tending channel 17 on its back adapted to 
receive the back bar 16; the separable plate 
being disposed between the back barand the 
face of the buckle to effect engagement.’ 
therewith. 
. ‘ As a means for retaining the separable‘ 
plate against displacement'on the back plate 
a pair of indents are formed from-the back 
.of theback plate to provide projections 18 
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on the front face ‘thereof in such position as ‘ ' 
to engage opposed perforations 14 in the 
separable plate. The perforationsclll being 
arranged in rows permit the separable plate 
being disposed in various positions on the‘ 
back plate with the projections 18 engaging 
either of the opposed pairs of perforations 

‘14:, thus providing an adjustment to adapt 
thedevice for use with buckles of various 
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In ‘attachingl'the back plate to the'mar 
.ginaledge ofthe-slipperthe tangs 9 are 'ar— ’ 
ranged to extend a short distance over the ‘ ' 
outer face of the slipper and .arevsecured 
thereto by stitching. As a means of a?'ord 
ing a 109k stitch; notches .19 are formed on 
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the edge of the tangs 9 opposite the openings 
10 in which the threads extend in passing 
over the edge portion of the tangsi By pass; 
ing the thread from opening to opening in 
each tang and thence over the edge thereof 
to engage the notches 19, a secure connec 
‘tion is effected between the back plate and 
the slipper so as to retain the back plate 
against movement relative to the point of its 
connection with the slipper. If the third 
tang 11 is employed to project beneath the 
"edge. of the'slipper, this tang will likewise 
.be'stitched to the slipper edge. 

By attaching the back plate to the mar 
ginal edge of the slipper in the manner just ' 

> described, objectionable projections beneath 
the vamp is obviated, which is important in 

-‘that ‘such projections afford discomfort and 
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are apt to wear the stocking; ‘the tangs 
merely projecting beyond the edge of. the 
slipper such distance as to enable stitching 
thereto, ' ' ' V 

In the application of the invention after 
the back plate is secured in place the sepa 
rable plate is disposed in front of the buckle 
cross-bar with the latter extending in the 

' longitudinal'channel 17, or, if a buckle is 
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used not having a‘ cross-bar, or in event of a 
ribbon or ‘the like being employed, such 
buckle orribbon is ‘ stitched to the separable 
‘plate as before mentioned. This separable 
plate may then be inserted lengthwise be 
tween the ?anges 8 projecting forwardly 
from the outer face of the back plate and 
moved downwardly‘between the flanges such 
distance as to dispose the lower edge of the 
buckle or ribbon in the desired position rela 
tive to the upper edge of the slipper. If the 

' projections 18 are employed these projec 
40 tions will engage the openings in the separa 

ble plate as before stated. As a means of 
a?'ording various adjustments of the sepa 
rable plate it is desirable that the spacing 

- between the pair of openings 14 from the up 
per edge of the separable plate be different 
‘from thatv of the openings adjacent to the 
lower edge of the separable plate so that, on 
inverting theseparable plate and engaging 
a pair of openings'with the‘projections 10, 
the plate will be disposed in a position either 
higher or lower on the back plate than it 

. would occupy if the opposite end were in 

' concealingthe support a v?ller 20~0f any’ 
suitable material is positioned between the 

‘so 

sertedin the back plate. As a means for 

separable plate and the back plate. 
' ,7; modi?ed form ofthe means for locking 
the separable plate on the back plate is 
shown in Fig. 7 which comprises a tang 21 
formed. on the .uppersedge . of they back plate 
andadapted to be bent forward slightly'to 

' plate and to 

on said back plate. v 
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project over the upper edge of the separable 
plate after the latter is put in place to hol 
it against accidental withdrawal. I 
When the separable plate is positioned on 

the back plate and engaged by the said 
65 

?anges the buckle will be securely held ' 
against accidental displacement and its 
‘proper position on the ‘slipper insured. 

While I have shown‘ and described the 
speci?c means, for attaching the back plate 
to the slipper, it is obvious that any other 
suitable means of attachment may be em 
ployed if desired, and other changes may be 
made in the various details. of construction 
without departing from the spiritland scope 
of the invention as set forth in» the accom 
panying claims. , 

' I claim: “ V _ . 

1. In a slipper buckle support, a back 
plate, means for attaching said back plate to 
a slipper, a separable plate slidably engage 
able with said ‘back plate having a longi 
tudinal open-ended channel engageable with 
the back bar of a buckle, and means for tem 
porarily V retaining said separable plate 
against slidable movement on said back 
plate. . 

In a‘ slipper buckle support, a baclr 
‘plate, inturned Sldé ?anges onthe edges of 
'SitlCl back plate, a pan of, spaced tangs pro 
jecting from the-lower edge of said plate-ad 
?jacent to the lower ends ofsaid-"?anges, said 
tangs adapted to seat on the edge of a slip- ' 
per, a slidable ‘plate detachably engageable 
vwith said side flanges having a longitudinal 
vopen-ended channel exten’dlng to open to the 
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space between‘the inner pair of tangs, and a ' 
buckle having a back bar adapted to be en 
gaged between said slidable plate and back 
plate to extend in the channel in the slidable 

project between the‘ pair of 
tangs. " 4 

3. In a slipper buckle support, ‘a back 
plate, inturned side flanges on the edges of 
said back plate, a pair of spaced tangs pro 
jecting from the lower edge'of'said plate ad~ 
jacent to the lowerends of said ?anges,_said 
tangs adapted to seat on the edge of a slip 
per, a slidable plate detachably engageable 
with said side flanges having alongitudinal 
open-ended channel extending to open to the 
space between ‘ the sinner pair of 'tangs, a 
buckle having a back bar adapted to be en 
gaged betweenfsaid slidable plate and back 
plate to extend in the channel‘in‘theslidable 
plate and to'project between "the pair of 
tangs,‘ and means for temporarilyv'retaining 
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said-slidable plate against sliding movement ' 

GHARLES; F. COLBY.‘ 


